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Project summary:
Study of phototransformable fluorescent proteins photophysics as a function of the local physicochemical
environment. In the Pixel team at IBS, we study the photophysics of a sub-class of Green Fluorescent Proteins
(GFPs), which can change their fluorescence properties under the action of light. These so-called „phototransformable“ fluorescent proteins (PTFPs) play an essential role as fluorescent markers for super-resolve d
optical microscopy, a key technique for integrated structural cell biology, as applied at the IBS. Our structural
studies of PTFPs by crystallography and their functional studies by microscopy are complemented by time
resolved studies by optical microspectroscopy – both absorption and fluorescence. Absorption and
fluorescence optical spectroscopies provide information on the different electronic states of the photoswitchable entity, the „chromophore“, located at the centre of the fluorescent protein beta-barrel scaffold and
shielded by it against the bulk solution. On the other hand, subtle movements of this protein cage can have
major impact on the chromophore’s photochemistry. To be able to observe absorption and fluorescence
spectra simultaneously under controlled environmental conditions (such as temperature, solvent viscosity,
pH, oxygen level), we have developed the so-called Cal(AI)2doscope – a unique microspectrometer dedicated to
the study of fluorescent proteins. At present, the time resolution achieved by the microspectrometer is of the
order of a few milliseconds, which is too slow to study some crucial short-lived photophysical states such as
the essential triplet state. To access such states, we have recently undertaken an upgrade of the spectrometer,
to achieve a time resolution in the sub-millisecond range. The project involves aspects of „technical”,
„experimental“ and „theoretical“ nature, such as further improvement of the spectrometer’s optical
performance and study of the thus accessible short-lived photochemical states as function of temperature ,
pH, viscosity, oxygen level.
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